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City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street, Room 525, Los Angeles, CA 90012

May 28, 2019

TO: Central Area Planning Commission 

Adam Villani, City PlannerFROM:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR THE STAFF RECOMMENDATION REPORT FOR 
CASE NO. VTT-74201 -SL-1 A; 750—756% North Edinburgh Avenue

The following are the Department of City Planning recommended actions for the Central Area 
Planning Commission to take on this case, as well as proposed revised Findings for the 
Zoning Administrator’s determination dated April 17, 2019 for the original case, VTT-74201- 
SL, along with responses to the justifications presented in the attachment to the appeal of 
this case, ‘

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Deny the appeal;

2. Find that the Central Area Planning Commission has reviewed and considered the
information contained in the Environmental Impact Report prepared for this project 
which includes the Draft EIR, No. ENV-2016-1367-EIR (SCH No 2017011016) dited 
August 2018, and the Final EIR, dated January 4,2019 (Edinburgh Avenue SLS EIR), 
as well as the whole of the administrative record, and ;

CERTIFY the following:

1) The Edinburgh Avenue SLS EIR has been 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)-

*°the Advisory A9enoy as a 
3 theTead agency.AVe"Ue SLS BR 'he independent judgment and analysis

ADOPT the following:

1) A^l n!201Sh?Jd^dJdMlpISL^nue SLS Environmental Findings dated

completed in compliance with the

in this memo dated May 28, 2019;

i
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DENY the following:
1) The related and prepared Edinburgh Avenue SLS Statement of Overriding

2) ?heMlugraa5°onnSMonditoring Program prepared for the Edinburgh Avenue SLS BR.

3 Sustain the decision of *e Advisor Agency in denying Vesting Tentative Tract No. 
VTT-74201-SL and

4. Adopt the Advisory Agency’s

AMENDMENTS TO CEQA FINDINGS:

Findings of Fact (CEQA) VI.D (Population and Housing).d.ii, first paragraph, delete the 
following sentence:

Multiplo expert reports have indicated that the-buildings at the Project Site may not be 
feasible to rehabilitate and they are not currently4rKa~tobitablo condition.

Findings of Fact (CEQA) IX.A (Summary of Findings) is modified as follows:

Subdivision Findings, dated April 17, 2019.

Based upon the following analysis, the City finds, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 
15096(g)(2), that no feasible alternative or mitigation measure within its powers will 
substantially lessen any significant effoot of the Project, reduoe the significant, 
unavoidable impacts Project to a level that is less than significant, or avoid any significant 
impact that the Project will have on the environment 15091(a)(3). the City cannot make 
findings that specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations. 
including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make 
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the final EIR. 
Additionally, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15093(b). the City cannot make a 
Statement of Overriding Considerations to support approval of the project.

Findings of Fact (CEQA) IX.C(b)(iii, iv) (Alternative 2 - Full Preservation Alternative-Findings,
Rationale for Findings) are deleted and replaced with the following:

unavniHahio ■------^reservat'°n Alternative would avoid the Project’s significant and
.7. ,„„„;i^rrQ3ggCtS °n ^ls^orica* resources with implementation of preservation 
~------ SDdations, and the resource would remain a designated LAHCM. The Full

operational noisp ann --jhntiuii haVe reduced imPacts related to air quality,
compared to the Project due~to~mHS&^rUCtion and operational traffic, and energy. 
Full Preservation Aitorr^jy,- construction activity and smaller unit size. The
population and hniiginn^jncclh7!j^~~^gVe similar inr|Pacts as the Project related to 

™ ~~~ OUflOber of units would remain the same, and similar
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impacts as the Protect regarding design feature hazards, since less traffic would be 
generated but sidewalk and roadway improvements would not occur.

iv. Rationale for Findings: The Full Preservation Alternative is presumed to meet thg 
Secretary of Interior Standards, although it would renuire substantial reconstruction and 
rehabilitation, including the lifting of the buildings, whi^h would require a lifting and bracing 
plan due to the poor condition of the structures. Furthermore, new mechanical, electrical 
and plumbing could cause additional damage to the buildings, and a rehabilitation plan 
would be required. However, the Full Preservation Alternative would avoid the 
deterioration that would continue to occur unHpr Alternative 1. No Project Alternative.

Furthermore, the Full Preservation Alternative would meet three of the six Project 
Objectives and potentially meet one other. It would meet the Project Objectives of 
providing a diversity of housing choices within th<* neighborhood, would provide housing 
with high gualitv architecture and landscape design, and would provide high guality 
housing to accommodate demand within a Transit Priority Area. The project would 
potentially meet the objective to develop an emnornicallv viable residential project. It 
would not meet the objective to redevelop tho Project Site with residential buildings and 
a site design that is consistent with the existing and proposed Hollywood Community Plan 
and underlying zoning designation, although it would be consistent with the Hollywood 
Community Plan and underlying zoning designation. It would also not meet the objective 
to support sustainable design through development that would optimize site energy 
efficiency, water conservation, and runoff water gualitv, since it would not be built using 
modern green building standards, although renovation of an existing building rather than 
building a new one has environmental benefits because fewer new resources are
reguired.

Portions of Findings of Fact (CEQA) IX.E (Environmentally Superior Alternative) are modified 
as follows:

Alternative 2 would not meet-current LAMC parking requirements, and thorofore parking 
impacts would be greater compared to the Project. Howe¥efT-ef-the six Project Objoctivoo, 
Alternative 2 would only partially meet three, and not moot-two objectives. Alternative 2 
weuld-enly -partially meet the Project Objostives of providing housing-with high-quality 
afshfteeture and—landscape design, providing high quality housing to accommodate 
demand within a Transit—Pnenty—Area^ and providing sustainable design through 
development. Under Alternative 2, the housing units would be rehabilitated rather than 
newly eenstrueted-te modern resiAmti^[_f|Pnjgn ct3nc|jrdc, 
would include now landscaping and-would-pimticu, housing within a Tfansit-Puchty Area-:
Although Altornativo 2 would be-subjeet4s4eBfUn^ivc cnergy ....... Bfvatien and gfeen
huMmg-design-stasdaider^eretl4he^nstfyetioR_af^_e0^^^eft^^i^S-Altemet4ye--weuW 
regwre-tess-energy consumption than-the-ft^wAKcrn^/e-£-¥^
Profcot Objective of redeveloping tho-Pfejeet-Site with rooidentiamMBg^af^-ate 
design that 10 consistent with tho °*'st*fl94i«i-propoood HCP and underlying zoning 
because no new housing would bo Provided^ABefS^i would not^Hhe-Pretest 
Obieotive ef-developmo an eoonoms6aHyLafja^|c .
Analysis (provided in Appendix H of the-C^q.

idontial Projoot, based-on tho Market
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F.irthormore, the Full Preservation Alternative would meet three of the sly Project 
nhiontives and potentially meet one mnrP It would meet the Project Objective nf 

g diversity of housing choices within the neighborhood, would provide housinn 
~~jth high n|ia|itY architecture and landscape design, and would provide high quality 
r-~Hn' to armmmodate demand within a Transit Priority Area. It would potentially meet 

..... f an economically viable residential project. It would not meetthe
to the Project Site with residential bujldinqs and a site design that is

insistent with tho existing and proposed Hollywood Community Plan and underlying 
7onina desinnation. although it would be consistent with the Hollywood Community Plan 
and underlying zoning designation. It would also not meet the objective to support 
sustainable design through development that would optimize site energy efficiency, water 
conservation, and runoff water quality, since it would not be built using modem green 
building standards, although renovation of an existing building rather than building a new 
one has environmental benefits because fewer new resources are required.

Findings of Fact (CEQA) X.F (CEQA Considerations) paragraph (h) is hereby deleted and 
replaced with the following:

h. As the City has not approved the project, no Mitigation Monitoring Program is adopted.

APPEAL RESPONSE:

The following are responses to the justifications presented in the attachment to the appeal 
for this case:

1. The certification of the EIR indicates that the City of Los Angeles, acting as the Lead
Agency for this project, meets the requirements of CEQA Guidelines Section 
15090(a), that is, that the final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA, 
that the final EIR was presented to the decision-making body (the Advisory Agency) 
of the lead agency, and that the decision-making body reviewed and considered the 
information contained in the final EIR, and that the final EIR reflects the lead agency’s 
independent judgement and analysis. As the City was unable to make the findings 
necessary for a Statement of Overriding Considerations (CEQA Guidelines Section 
15093), no Statement of Overriding Considerations was adopted, the project was 
denied, and no mitigation monitoring plan was adopted. ’ K J

2. With the modifications presented to the CEQA findings on May 28,2019 incorporated 
the findings no longer indicate that there is no feasible preservation alternative and 
that Alternative 2 is a potentially economically viable preservation alternative. The 
findings are now internally consistent with the decision to deny the project.

3. With the modifications presented to the CEQA findings on May 28,2019 incorporated 
the findings no longer indicate that there is no feasible preservation alternative ’ 
that Alternative 2 is a potentially economically viable preservation alternative 
accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15092(b), a public

approve a project with significant environmental impacts unless it determines 
any remaining significant effects on the environment found to be unavSle 
acceptable due to ovemding concerns as described in Section 15093 Hi 
lead agency s discretion to determine whether the benefits °93' 
significant impacts.

and
In

to
that
are

is within the 
of a project outweigh its
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Additionally, while the project would create larger units than currently exist on the site, 
the number of dwelling units, eight (8), would be identical to the existing number of 
dwelling units on the site. Full preservation of the site would achieve three of the six 
Project Objectives outlined in the EIR, and potentially one other, and, most 
importantly, would avoid the significant environmental effect of the demolition of the 
historic resource on the site, City of Los Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (LAHCM) 
No. 1105. f

4. It is within the City’s discretion to determine what constitutes consistency with the 
General Plan. In the project’s case, the demolition of a designated Historic Cultural 
Monument is clearly contrary to the Conservation Element of the General Plan, 
specifically its Cultural and Historical policy on page II-9 to “continue to protect historic 
and cultural sites and/or resources potentially affected by proposed land development, 
demolition or property modification activities.”
Additionally, while the project would create larger units than currently exist on the site, 
the number of dwelling units, eight (8), would be identical to the existing number of 
dwelling units on the site. Full preservation of the site would achieve three of the six 
Project Objectives outlined in the EIR, and potentially one other, and, most 
importantly, would avoid the demolition of the historic resource on the site, City of Los 
Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (LAHCM) No. 1105.

5. While the project would create larger units than currently exist on the site, the number 
of dwelling units, eight (8), would be identical to the existing number of dwelling units 
on the site. With the modifications presented to the CEQA findings on May 28, 2019 
incorporated, the findings no longer indicate that there is no feasible preservation 
alternative, and that Alternative 2 is a potentially economically viable preservation 
alternative. Policies that encourage the creation of housing do not require that the City 
approve all housing development projects, especially since in this case the total 
number of dwelling units would not change.

6. The denial of this project does not violate the Housing Accountability Act because it 
has a specific, adverse impact, the demolition of Historic Cultural Monument No. 1105, 
which would violate the objective policy in the Conservation Element of the General 
Plan on page II-9 to “continue to protect historic and cultural sites and/or resources 
potentially affected by proposed land development, demolition or property 
modification activities.” Furthermore, Section 65589.5(e) of the Government Code 
notes that the Housing Accountability Act does not relieve the City from making the 
findings required pursuant to Section 21081 of the Public Resources Code 
otherwise complying with CEQA. Since the City cannot make the findings necessary 
for a Statement of Overriding Considerations to approve the project, it cannot approve 
the project, and the Housing Accountability Act does not override this.

7 While the project would create larger units than currently exist on the site, the number 
of dwelling units, eight (8), would be identical to the existing number of dwelling units 

the site. With the modifications presented to the CEQA findings on May 28, 2019 
incorporated, the findings no longer indicate that there is no feasible preservation 
alternative, and that Alternative 2 is a potentially economically viable preservation 
alternative. The City’s obligation to meet its Regional Housing Needs Allocation do not 
require that the City approve all housing development projects, especially since in this 

the total number of dwelling units would not change, and the findings for a 
Statement of Overriding Considerations cannot be made.

or

on

case
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8. With the modifications presented to the CEQA findings on May 28,2019 incorporated 
the findings no longer indicate hat there is no feasible preservation ^ 2 
that Alternative 2 is a potentially economically viable preservation alternative Since 
an economically viable alternative to the project exists, the denial does not constitute 
a taking of private property without just compensation.

9 All procedural requirements for the evaluation and denial of the project have been 
' met The City is under no obligation to approve a project presented to it for a 
discretionary entitlement, and all findings have been made to support the City’s 
determination. Furthermore, the Applicant/Appellant does not state in what way they 
claim the Applicant’s due process rights have been violated. *

10. No examples are given for what constitutes a “similarly situated small lot subdivision.” 
Indeed, every development project is unique, and in this case there is a designated 
Historic Cultural Monument on the site that would be demolished by the project, and 
an economically feasible preservation alternative. The City’s decision does not 
constitute a violation of equal protection.

Please consider these amendments to the Findings and responses to the justifications of 
the appeal of this project in your consideration of the appeal, VTT-74201-SL-1A.

Thank you,

/

Adam Villani, City Planner
Department of City Planning, Major Projects Section


